Motivation
• Split Bregman and PDHG, both first order primal-dual methods, demonstrated potential to be significantly more efficient than previous methods used to solve convex models in image processing, but convergence properties were initially unclear • Overwhelming number of seemingly related classical methods, but with often unclear connections • Need for methods with simple, explicit iterations capable of solving large scale, often non-differentiable convex models with separable structure A ∈ R n×m Assume there exists an optimal solution u *
to (P )
So we can use Fenchel duality later, also assume there exists u ∈ ri(dom H) such that Au ∈ ri(dom J) (almost always true in practice)
J(Au) = J * * (Au) = sup 
Dual Problem and Strong Duality
The dual problem is max
where the dual functional F D (p) is a concave function defined by 
Obtain yet another saddle point problem, 
•
Note: the containments are actually equalities given the assumptions we've made about J, H and A. 
Moreau Decomposition
Moreau's decomposition is the main tool for demonstrating connections between the algorithms that follow.
The PDHG Method
Interpret PDHG as a primal-dual proximal point method for finding a saddle point of
PDHG iterations: PFBS alternates a gradient descent step with a proximal step:
PFBS on (D) can be rewritten as 
AMA on Split Primal
AMA applied to (SPP) alternately minimizes first the Lagrangian L P (u, w, p) with respect to u and then the augmented Lagrangian
with respect to w before updating the Lagrange multiplier p.
• Can show equivalence to PFBS on (D) by a direct application of Moreau's decomposition
P. TSENG, Applications of a Splitting Algorithm to Decomposition in Convex Programming and Variational
Inequalities, SIAM J. Control Optim., Vol. 29, No. 1, 1991, pp. 119-138 .
Equivalence by Moreau Decomposition
AMA applied to (SPP):
The rewritten PFBS on (D) and AMA on (SPP) have the same first step.
Combining the last two steps of AMA yields
which is equivalent to the second step of PFBS by direct application of Moreau's decomposition.
AMA/PFBS Connection to PDHG
PFBS on (D) plus additional proximal penalty is PDHG
AMA on (SPP) with first step relaxed by same proximal penalty is PDHG
• PFBS on (P) and AMA on (SPD) are connected to PDHG analogously
• Can think of PDHG as a relaxed version of AMA
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AMA Connection to ADMM
AMA on (SPP) with δ 2 Au − w k 2 2 added to first step is ADMM applied to (SPP):
• ADMM alternately minimizes the augmented Lagrangian 
Bregman/Lagrangian Connection
Bregman iteration applied to min w,u J(w)
• Equivalent to method of multipliers with p 
Decoupling Variables
One can add additional proximal-like penalties to ADMM iterations and obtain a more explicit algorithm that still converges.
Given an ADMM step of the form u
modify functional by adding
where α is chosen such that 0 < α < 
This method is closely related to the surrogate functional approach and Rockafellar's proximal method of multipliers. 
Split Inexact Uzawa Method
Consider adding
) to the first step of the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) applied to (SPP), with 0 < α < 1 δ A 2 .
Split Inexact Uzawa applied to (SPP):
• In general we could similarly modify both minimization steps in ADMM, but by only modifying the first step we obtain an interesting PDHG-like interpretation.
• The more general SIU algorithm was proposed by Zhang, Burger and Osher.
X. ZHANG, M. BURGER, AND S. OSHER, A Unified Primal-Dual Algorithm Framework Based on Bregman
Iteration, UCLA CAM Report [09-99], 2009.
Modified PDHG (PDHGMp)
Replace p k in first step of PDHG with 2p
to get PDHGMp:
• Can show equivalence to SIU on (SPP) using Moreau's decomposition Related Works:
CHEN AND M. TEBOULLE, A Proximal-Based Decomposition Method for Convex Minimization
Problems, Mathematical Programming, Vol. 64, 1994.
• 
Equivalence of PDHGMp and SIU on (SPP)
SIU on (SPP): (the only change from PDHG is addition of blue term)
and apply Moreau's decomposition.
PDHGMp: (the only change from PDHG is that p
Modified PDHG (PDHGMu)
PDHGMu: (the only change from PDHG is that u
PDHGMu is analogously equivalent to the split inexact Uzawa (SIU) method applied to (SPD) Instead of p
or H is uniformly convex, and linear if both are uniformly convex Extends ADMM to splitting functional into more than two parts and achieves monotone convergence of iterates using predictor-corrector approach.
• R. MONTEIRO AND B. SVAITER, Iteration-complexity of block-decomposition algorithms and the alternating minimization augmented Lagrangian method, 2010.
General converge rate analysis including ADMM as special case.
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Comparison of Methods: PDHG
Pros:
• Simple iterations
• Explicit. Variables not coupled by matrix A
• Empirically can be very efficient for well chosen α k and δ k parameters Cons:
• General convergence properties unknown (Recall we are assuming throughout that J and H are closed proper convex functions.)
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Comparison of Methods: PFBS/AMA
PFBS on (D):
Convergence theory guarantees p k converges to a solution of (D) and u k converges to the unique solution of (P) assuming H * is differentiable,
is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant equal to 1 β , and 0 < inf δ k ≤ sup δ k < 2β Convergence of AMA on (SPP) analogously requires H to be strongly convex Pros:
• Simple, explicit iterations. Variables not coupled by matrix A
Cons:
• Must additionally assume differentiability or strong convexity 28
Comparison of Methods: ADMM/DR
ADMM on (SPP):
Only needs δ > 0 to ensure convergence of p k but an additional assumption is needed to ensure u 
Convergence requires 0 < α < 1 δ A 2
Pros:
• Converges under minimal assumptions
• The more general form of SIU can be even more flexible, allowing for partially implicit steps
Cons:
• Dynamic step size schemes are not theoretically justified for the above algorithm, but they are for the closely related method studied by Chambolle and Pock
Application to TV Minimization Problems
Discretize u T V using forward differences and assuming Neumann BC
Vectorize M r × M c matrix by stacking columns Define a discrete gradient matrix D and a norm · E such that
To compare numerical performance on TV denoising, 
TV Notation Details
Define a directed grid-shaped graph with m = M r M c nodes corresponding to matrix elements (r, c).
For each edge η with endpoint indices (i, j), i < j, define:
Can use E to define norm · E on R e by w E = E T (w 2 )
where w i is the vector of edge values for directed edges coming out of node i.
For TV regularization, J(Au) = Du E = u T V PDHG for TV Denoising
Originally proposed as 
